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Abstract

We use three different polymer solvent mixture models to theoretically determine the exis-

tence of capillary induced phase separation in simple pores under supercritical bulk conditions.

These models undergo bulk demixing, due to quite different mechanisms, yet readily display

supercritical transitions without the use of esoteric interactions in the capillary. The theoreti-

cal method used to analyze these systems is density functional theory. We find that capillary

demixing is not reliant on the presence of of a pure surface transition, but may occur in the

absence of the latter. This is shown by considering cases where the surface enhancement factor

is too weak to cause demixing at a single surface, or else the bulk conditions are supercriti-

cal to both bulk and surface transitions. This phenomenon may prove useful in applications

involving adsorption from mixtures into porous particles.

Introduction

It it well-known that fluids at surfaces or in narrow spaces, such as small pores (capillaries), usually

display phase behaviours that differ from those in the bulk.1–7 The presence of surfaces leads
∗To whom correspondence should be addressed
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to a truncation of the range of intermolecular potentials, thus weakening fluid-fluid interactions

adjacent to them. In a pore, weakening of fluid interactions has a similar impact on the phase

diagram that an increased temperature has in the bulk. In other words, in narrow spaces,4,6 an

upper critical temperature is generally lower than in the bulk.

In this work, we shall explore the more rare situations wherein surfaces effectively induce a

strengthening of fluid-fluid interactions. At a single surface it has been shown that, when the sur-

face enhancement parameter, J, is above a critical value, Jc, this may give rise to a surface transi-

tion which is essentially equivalent to first-order surface wetting, albeit under possibly supercritical

conditions.1 As with wetting, the surface transition has a critical temperature, which we denote by

Tsc. Here we shall focus our study on narrow pores where wetting would normally be superseded

by capillary induced phase separation (CIPS).8 Thus, by analogy with the behaviour at a single

surface, a pore may destabilize the confined fluid, giving a CIPS, even while the bulk is supercrit-

ical. For strong surface enhancement (J > Jc), surface demixing at supercritical temperatures will

persist as the pore radius becomes infinitely large. For those situations where a single surface tran-

sition is not observed, e.g., J < Jc or T > Tsc a pore may still give rise to capillary demixing, due

to the negative curvature of the pore geometry. As the pore size increases, this effect is weakened

and at some point capillary demixing will cease at any supercritical temperature.

The models we will use in this study are binary mixtures, where one of the components is a

polymer. In two of the models, the system displays a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) in

the bulk. An LCST is more a rule than an exception for polymer solutions,9–19 due to mechanisms

such as the differential compressibility of solute and solvent or specific (non-isotropic) interactions,

such as hydrogen bonds. We believe that this study will have significant potential for practical

applications of real mixtures of this type. For instance, the enrichment of one component within

the capillaries of a porous adsorbate in a supercritical binary bulk mixture would be an interesting

option for continuous-flow processes, where global phase separation might be undesirable. We

shall also investigate an athermal model, which displays a lower critical pressure, due to depletion

interactions between monomers, induced by the solvent. This system illustrates a fundamental
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mechanism that may be of importance in polymer solvent mixtures, wherein the monomer size is

larger than that of the solvent.

The idea that an LCST might be lowered in a heterogeneous environment is not entirely new.

Kotelyanskii and Kumar20 performed simulations on a lattice model of a simple binary A-B mix-

ture, interacting through a combination of isotropic and directional (hydrogen bond) potentials.

Their results did suggest that the capillary critical temperature was slightly below the correspond-

ing bulk value, though their data was rather noisy (which is to be expected close to a critical

point). The work of Kotelyanskii and Kumar suggests that this phenomenon is somewhat "special"

and that similar behaviour would not likely be obtained for fluids without anisotropic interactions.

However, the study presented here will demonstrate that fluid instabilities in pores can occur when

the bulk solution is well inside the supercritical regime, and all interactions are isotropic.

Our work uses classical density functional theory (DFT), which allows us to accurately model

capillary coexistence at temperatures below the bulk LCST. As mentioned above, we will inves-

tigate three very different polymer solution models, all of which display capillary-induce phase

separation for a bulk fluid well inside the supercritical regime. These are described in detail in the

next section, but their main features can be summarized as follows:

• Model I. This model is designed to mimic non-aqueous polymer solutions, i.e., those with

relatively weak isotropic interactions. Such solutions are known to display a demixing region

with an LCST, which is primarily driven by a difference in compressibility between the

polymer fluid and the solvent. For this reason, the mixture can become unstable around the

critical temperature of the pure solvent, which will usually be well below that of the neat

polymer. At higher temperatures there is a reentrant miscible phase. A specific example is

a polystyrene-toluene mixture.21 In these rather highly compressible systems, demixing is

favoured by a low pressure and tends to vanish at high pressures.

• Model II. This models a dense (essentially incompressible) polymer solution, wherein the

interactions between monomers and the solvent are dependent upon the value of an internal

state variable of the monomers, As with hydrogen bonds, we assume the average interaction
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is entropically weakened at high temperatures. Thus, demixing may result if the temperature

increases. A classic example of this type of system is poly(ethylene oxide) - water (PEO-

water).

• Model III. This model differs considerably from the other two in that it is strictly athermal,

i.e., excluded volume considerations alone govern the phase behaviour. Here, the solvent

particles are smaller than monomers, and demixing is promoted by high pressures.22–24 In

this system, we will demonstrate that CIPS may occur between simple hard surfaces at pres-

sures substantially below the bulk critical value. This model essentially isolates excluded

volume effects in dense systems, with a size disparity between solvent and monomers. Be-

ing purely athermal, it lacks a direct experimental analogue, but it nevertheless highlights a

mechanism which may be quite relevant in many liquid solutions.

These three model systems will be shown to exhibit a CIPS, even when the bulk solution,

with which the confined solution is in is equilibrium, is supercritical. Furthermore, in many cases

demixing persists for rather wide pores (and even single surfaces) at ambient conditions relatively

far from the critical point. This suggests that experimental verification of these phenomena are

feasible and that practical applications can be useful over a wide range of conditions.

Theory and models

We shall use versions of the polymer DFT, originally developed by Woodward,25 to predict the

behaviours of our various models. Consider a polymer made up of r monomers. Denoting the

coordinate of monomer i by ri, we can represent a polymer configuration by R = (r1, ...,rr). We

introduce a multi-point density distribution N(R), such that N(R)dR is the number of polymer

molecules having configurations between R and R+ dR. The monomers along a chain are con-

nected by bonds, described by the bonding potential Vb(R). In this study, we will only consider

bonds of fixed length, but without angular constraints, i.e.: e−βVb(R) ∝ ∏δ (|ri+1− ri|−σ) where

σ is the bond length, δ (x) is the Dirac delta function, and β = 1/(kBT ) is the inverse thermal
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energy.

For a completely ideal polymer solution, in which there are no particle-particle interactions or

external fields, save the bond constraints, the polymer free energy, F id
p , can be exactly written as:

βF
(id)
p =

∫
N(R)(ln[N(R)]−1)dR+β

∫
N(R)Vb(R)dR (1)

In the presence of an ideal (point-particle) solvent, and external fields, the functional, F (id) is still

exact:

βF (id) = βF
(id)
p +

∫
ns(r)(ln[ns(r)]−1)dr+β

∫
(nm(r)V

(m)
ex (r)+ns(r)V

(s)
ex (r))dr (2)

where nm(r) and ns(r) are the monomer and solvent densities, while V (α)
ex are external potentials,

acting on these particles (i.e. “α = m or s”). In DFT, interparticle interactions are usually approx-

imated by an additional “excess” term, F (ex)[nm(r),ns(r)]. This is added to the ideal free energy

to give the total free energy F . It is convenient to divide the excess free energy into one excluded

volume (hard-sphere) term, F
(ex)
HS [nm(r),ns(r)] and a separate term, U [nm(r),ns(r)] describing

attractive interaction energies. Finally, equilibrium between the pore regime and the surrounding

bulk solution is ensured via the polymer and solvent chemical potentials, µp and µs, and the total

grand potential, Ω, has the following general appearance:

Ω = F (id)+F
(ex)
HS +U −µs

∫
ns(r)dr−µp

∫
nm(r)dr (3)

The exposition thus far is quite general. The three models to be investigated correspond to different

choices of F (ex)[nm(r),ns(r)], and the applied potential, V (α)
ex . The “capillary” is modelled by

two parallel surfaces, with area S, located at z = 0 and h. In essence, we allow the area S to

approach infinity and the inherent mean-field nature of our theory allows us to integrate over the

x,y plane, without loss of information. This simplifies the free energy, making it a functional of

the density distributions along the z axis. The external field can be written as a sum of single-wall
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contributions: V (α)
ex (z) = w(α)(z) +w(α)(h− z). In this planar geometry, we can relate the free

energy Ω to the average of pressure tensor component parallel to the surfaces p||(z). The average

is over the pore width:

< p|| >=
1
h

∫ h

0
p||(z) (4)

The average pressure tensor, < p|| >, plays an analogous role in a pore, as the pressure in the

bulk. That is, while h is fixed, the natural volume fluctuations occur parallel to the surfaces.

Furthermore, for phase coexistence in the pore one requires equivalence between the individual

chemical potentials and < p|| > in both phases. The latter requirement is equivalent to requiring

the same value of the free energy per unit area, Ω/S, as is obvious from the relation:

Ω =−< p|| > hS (5)

Armed with this general formalism, we now provide the specific details for each of the models.

Model I

Here we model polymer solutions where non-polar interactions dominate. In order to reduce the

number of parameters, we will restrict ourselves to the simple “polymer dissolved in monomers”

model. That is, the spherical solvent particles, with diameter σ , are identical to the monomers that

are connected to form a chain (a close experimental analogue would be a polystyrene-tolouene

mixture). All particles mutually interact via a hard sphere + Lennard-Jones potential. The hard-

sphere interaction has a range σ , so the interaction energy term of the grand potential functional,

3, can be written as:

U [nm(r),ns(r)] =
1
2 ∑

αβ

∫ ∫
nα(r)nβ (r)φ (a)(r,r′)dr′dr (6)
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where φ (a) is the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones potential:

φ
(a)(r) = 4ε((σ

r )
12− (σ

r )
6) r >σ

= 0 otherwise (7)

where ε measures the maximum potential depth.

The bulk phase behaviour of this model has been rather thoroughly investigated in previous

works.14,15,17 Depending on the model parameters, this system may undergo demixing, typically

displaying a closed-loop liquid-liquid coexistence curve. However, by changing the pressure

and/or the polymer length, other kinds of phase diagrams (e.g., hour-glass shaped etc.) may be

predicted. The demixing is primarily caused by a difference in compressibility between the sol-

vent and the polymers. Normally, the driving force for mixing can be found in the ideal term of the

free energy. However, when the compressibility of the solvent (non-polymer) component becomes

large, the polymer solution mixing entropy may become negative and the liquid-liquid phase sepa-

ration ensues. As monomers are unable to exploit “free volume” in the same manner as the solvent

particles, there is a significant reduction in the free volume when the components are mixed. It

occurs at pressures and temperatures where the pure solvent would be a vapour.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
polymer weight fraction

1

2

3

kT
/ε

bulk phase diagrams, model I

Pσ3
/ε = 0.5

Pσ3
/ε = 0.2

Figure 1: Model I bulk phase diagrams, at two different pressures. The higher pressure is used for the capillary
phase investigations.

The excluded volume term, F
(ex)
HS , is estimated by integrating the generalized-Flory equation
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of state.26,27 Detailed expressions are provided in earlier work.27 We shall specifically investigate

20-mers, and examples of bulk phase diagrams, at two different pressures, are given in Figure 1.

Note that other equations of state for polymer solutions (aside from GFD), such as those suggested

by Song et al.,28 or by Yu and Wu,29 will predict similar phase behaviours for this type of system

(“polymers in monomers”).

In our current study, the solvent-surface interaction, w(s), results from a half-space of cubically

close-packed L-J particles, interacting with the fluid. That is:

w(s) = 2πσ
3
εw

[
2

45

(
σ

z+ σ

2

)9

− 1
3

(
σ

z+ σ

2

)3
]

(8)

where we have set εw = 0.5ε . The expression for the monomer-surface potential is similar, though

here we introduce a variable parameter, γ:

w(m) = 2πσ
3
εw

[
2

45

(
σ

z+ σ

2

)9

− γ

3

(
σ

z+ σ

2

)3
]

(9)

γ is used to regulate the nature of the surface interaction with the monomers, either adsorbing or

non-adsorbing. In this work, an adsorbing surface is characterized by γ = 2, whereas γ = 1 defines

a non-adsorbing surface.

Model II

Here, we aim to model an essentially incompressible polymer solution in which the interactions

are strong. In aqueous solutions, this will likely include strongly dipolar interactions and/or hydro-

gen bonds combined with dispersion forces, as, for example, in aqueous solutions of poly(ethylene

oxide). A simple and physically appealing model for the PEO-water system was proposed by

Karlström.11 He suggested that the LCST is related to the possibility for the monomers to switch

between two states (trans-gauche), one of which is polar, with subsequently stronger solvent in-

teractions compared to the other, which is non-polar. The non-polar state has the larger intrinsic

entropy and was thus favoured at higher temperatures. This mimics the diminishing hydrogen
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bonding that occurs at higher temperature. While we will borrow from these concepts, our model

is more generic. Thus, we shall simply name the monomers states “A” and “B”, with degeneracies

gA and gB, respectively. Furthermore, the functional is generalized to account for the state proba-

bilities. The presence of monomer states leads to additional terms in the free energy functional (as

described below). In order to remove compressibility effects, we shall assume that the total density

of monomers+solvent particles is fixed to the constant value, nt , at every point in space. This kind

of model, which resembles the Scheutjens-Fleer theory30 (albeit within a continuum space descrip-

tion), was introduced by us in earlier work.31 The incompressibility constraint, nt = nm(r)+ns(r),

allows us to treat the solvent implicitly, i.e., the free energy functional, F , can be expressed in

terms of only the monomer densities and their state probabilities, Pα , (α = A,B). Thus:

βF = βF
(id)
p +

∫
(nt−nm(r)) ln [1− (nt−nm(r))]dr+βU [nm(r),PA(r)]+∫

n(r)(1−PA(r)) ln
[

1−PA(r)
gB

]
dr+

∫
n(r)PA(r) ln

[
PA(r)

gA

]
dr+

β

∫
(nm(r)PA(r)V

(A)
ex (r)+nm(r)(1−PA((r))V

(B)
ex (r)+(nt−nm(r))V

(s)
ex (r))dr (10)

where V α
ex(r)) is the external (surface) potential acting on monomers in the α state. All particles,

i.e. monomers and solvent, interact via attractive L-J potentials, but contrary model model I, these

have in general different strengths:

φ
(a)
αβ

(r) = 4εαβ ((
σ

r
)12− (

σ

r
)6), r > σ (11)

where α and β denote either monomers states (A,B) or solvent particles, s. The energy functional

is similar in form to 6, but we now need to consider the different monomer states, and interaction

strengths:

U [nm(r),PA(r)] =
1
2 ∑

α,β

∫ ∫
nα(r)nβ (r′)φ

(a)
αβ

(|r− r′)|dr′dr (12)

where we have defined nA(r) ≡ nm(r)PA(r) and nB(r) ≡ nm(r)(1−PA(r)). In principle, there are

six different sets of parameters for the L-J inter-particle potentials. Due to the incompressibility
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constraint and the arbitrariness of the energy zero (the latter serves to shift the chemical potential)

only four are independent. Here, we further simplify the model by setting several of these to a

common value. Using an arbitrary energy scale εss, we can define the reduced temperature T∗ =

kT/εss. In units of εss, we have set εss = εAA = εAs = 1 and εBB = εBs = 0.3 while εAB =
√

0.3 In

addition, the monomer state degeneracies are gA = 1, and gB = 12, and the number of monomers in

each polymer (r) is 200. The functional was then minimized with respect to nm(r) as well as Pα(r).

The bulk solution of this system displays a demixing regime, with a lower critical temperature of

T ∗LCST = 2.8007. The bulk phase diagram is shown in Figure 2. For the case of the confined fluid the

0 0.2 0.4
polymer weight fraction

1

1.2

T
 / 

T
L

C
S

T

bulk phase diagram
model II

Figure 2: Bulk phase diagram for model II.

presence of the walls induces an effective surface potential, which disfavours A species more than

B. This is because A species are better solvated and thus pay a higher free energy in moving from

the bulk into the interstitial regions. In addition, we assume the presence of a direct interaction

between the walls and the fluid particles, which has the following hard core+LJ form:

wα(z) =

 εwα

[
σ

z+σ

2

]3
, σ

2 ≤ z≤ h− σ

2

∞, z < σ

2 , z > h− σ

2

(13)

where εwα measures the interaction strength between the surface and the species α . Unlike our

analysis of model I, we shall only investigate a single choice of parameter set for the surfaces.

They are, (εwA− εss)/TLCST∗ = 1.5, (εwB− εss)/TLCST∗ = 0.5 and (εws− εss) = 0. This potential
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serves to repel A species relative to B species.

Model III

In this model, we also consider a polymer solvent mixture, wherein the constituent particles are

hard spheres, with the solvent particle diameter assumed to be half that of a monomer. Thus,

unlike the previous two models, this system is athermal. It has been thoroughly described by us in

previous work,23,24 so we will only summarize the main features here.

We consider the bulk first. In a solvent-dominated solution, at sufficiently high pressures,

monomers will effectively attract each other, via a solvent-mediated potential of mean force. This

potential of mean force is attractive and due to a depletion interaction between monomers. Con-

centrating the monomers will increase the free volume available to the solvent. Thus, there is a

mechanism for fluid-fluid demixing. The range of pressures for which bulk demixing exists, de-

pends on the polymer length. Here we shall consider 175-mers. Previous studies for this system

in the bulk and at single surfaces can be found in an earlier reference.32 We again use the Gener-

alized Flory-dimer approach to treat the hard-sphere (excluded volume) contributions to the free

energy functional. The bulk phase diagram is shown in Figure 3, where we plot pressure versus

reduced monomer density. Note that a closed-loop coexistence curve is not observed, as the system

continues to display phase coexistence as the pressure is increased. Thus, unlike the previous two

models, there is just a single "lower" critical point. Nevertheless, we will also demonstrate that in

this system, one may observe phase transitions in capillaries under supercritical bulk conditions.

For this model, the capillary surfaces consist of simple hard walls. In our previous studies,,24

we showed that the presence of a single surface can induce a surface surface transition, substan-

tially below the bulk critical pressure. This is also shown in Figure 3. The surface transition is

driven by an enhanced monomer-monomer interaction close to the surface, where the solvent con-

centration is high. Another way of understanding this phenomenon is the region proximal to the

surface, the average parallel component of the pressure tensor, is higher than the bulk pressure.

Thus, demixing in the proximal region is enhanced. When two such surfaces form a narrow cap-
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bulk and interface phase diagrams, model III

thin−limited, single hard wall

Figure 3: Bulk phase diagram for model III. The bulk pressure is denoted p, with a bulk critical value pC. Circles
show points of coexistence, between “thin” and “limited” single surface phases (cf. ref.24 for details).

illary, this effect is even stronger, and demixing occurs deep within the supercritical regime, as

compared with a single isolated surface (see below).

Results

We will report various density profiles, and capillary coexistence diagrams, as displayed by our

different models. In all the cases we discuss the bulk solution is supercritical.

Model I

In this system, the solvent consists of similar kinds of particles to the monomers. Thus, standard

Flory-Huggins theory would predict complete miscibility for all concentrations. The origin of this

erroneous prediction is that the Flory-Huggins model fails to account for compressibility effects,

which are of crucial importance to the phase behaviour of these systems. In the presence of sur-
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faces, we find that interparticle interactions between fluid particles are truncated, which may have

a profound effect on the phase behaviour. As stated earlier, for a simple fluid with an upper critical

temperature the interaction truncation will lower the critical temperature of the confined liquid.

For the fluid mixture in Model I, the effects are more complex, due to the interaction between

solvent and polymer. In particular, we find that the fluid in a capillary displays a LCST, which is

significantly lower that the bulk value. This is consistent with the behaviour of the pressure ten-

sor component, acting parallel with the surfaces, < p|| >, which is generally lower than the bulk

pressure at coexistence. That is, we know that lowering the pressure in Model I fluid leads to a

lowering of the LCST of the bulk solution. We now consider in detail the behaviour of the system

for different types of surfaces.

Adsorbing surfaces, γ = 2

At relatively low bulk concentrations, we may in this case observe CIPS in narrow capillaries,

wherein narrow pores become polymer-enriched, i.e. filled with a concentrated phase. In Figure 4,

0 2 4
z / σ

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

n
α(

z)
 σ

3

density profiles, adsorbing surfaces, model I
T = 0.96 TLCST; solid: monomers; dashed: solvent

dilute phase

concentrated phase

h = 8 σ

Figure 4: Density profiles, for coexisting dilute and concentrated phases (model I), in a capillary with monomer-
adsorbing surfaces (γ = 2).

we give examples of density profiles, for dilute and concentrated capillary phases. Specifically,

these have been obtained at a temperature four percent below the bulk LCST.

Figure 5 shows the excess monomer adsorption (beyond the bulk), Γ for coexisting phases as a
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0

0.5

1

Γ 
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capillary phase diagrams, model I
adsorbing surfaces

T = TLCST

T = 0.98 TLCST

T = 0.96 TLCST

T = 0.94 TLCST

Figure 5: Capillary phase diagrams, for model I, with adsorbing surfaces (γ = 2). Γ is the excess monomer adsorp-
tion.

function of surface separation, for a range of temperatures. The excess adsorption is given by:

Γ =
∫ h

0
dz[nm(z)−nbulk] (14)

where nm(z) is the monomer density at point z in the pore, and nbulk is its bulk value. The presence

of surfaces, which are attractive to the polymer mean that the adsorption excess, Γ, (with respect

to the bulk) is positive. We clearly see capillary-induced demixing at temperatures well below the

bulk LCST. The coexisting phases within the capillary merge together at some critical separation,

hc, the value of which increases with temperature. It appears that this system does not display a

transition at a single surface, for the chosen parameters. Thus, for T = TLCST , hc→ ∞. For pore

separations below about h= 10σ (roughly 5nm, for typical monomer sizes), demixing persist more

than 5 percent below the bulk LCST, which in typical cases corresponds to more than 20K. Thus,

the effect is expected to be measurable, and of practical significance. The reason why demixing

occurs at supercritical conditions in the capillary is due to the truncation of the particle-particle

interactions due to the presence of the surfaces. The lowering in binding energy causes the solvent

in the capillary is more compressible than that in the bulk, at the same temperature. We recall

that demixing in this system occurs when the solvent compressibility becomes high. This leads

to a phase separation in the confined solution at temperatures below that at which the bulk would
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demix. At a fixed separation the solution becomes critical as the temperature is lowered.

Non-adsorbing surfaces, γ = 1

In this case, the attractive surface potential is insufficient to give rise to a positive excess adsorption

of the polymer molecules. Instead the polymer is depleted relative to the solvent particles, and Γ

is negative. The resulting capillary phase diagram is given in Figure 6. The driving force for phase

separation is the same as that for the case of adsorbing surfaces, above. However, the demixing

regime seems remarkably independent of temperature. That is, the Γ values for concentrated and

dilute phases do not vary significantly with temperature. In the bulk, as the temperature increases

the propensity for demixing increases, as does the difference in the monomer concentrations of

the two phases. In the presence of depleting surfaces, the excess adsorption of the dilute phase

is very low and therefore not expected to decrease much further, even as the temperature is in-

creased. In the concentrated phase, one expects the adsorption should increase with temperature,

due to stronger interactions between polymers. However, increasing temperature also enhances the

depletion effect of the surfaces, thus countering the expected increase in Γ.

4 6 8
h / σ

−2

−1

Γ 
σ2

capillary phase diagrams, model I
non−adsorbing surfaces

T = TLCST

T = 0.98 TLCST

T = 0.94 TLCST

Figure 6: Capillary phase diagrams, for model I, with non-adsorbing surfaces (γ = 1).
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Surface Forces

It might be of interest to briefly recapitulate the dramatic impact such transitions would have on

the forces between any particles which may be dispersed in such a polymer solution.8

7.5 8 8.5
h / σ

0.276

0.277

βΩ
σ2

free energies, adsorbing surfaces, model I
T = 0.94 TLCST

dilute

co
nc

en
tra

te
d

Figure 7: Interaction free energies for the model I system, with adsorbing surfaces, at T = 0.94TLCST . The dilute and
concentrated free energy branches crosses at some threshold separation, below which the latter phase is more stable.
The crossing to a concentrated phase is accompanied by a strongly attractive interaction.8

An example is given in Figure 7, where we see how the slope of the equilibrium grand poten-

tial, i.e. the force, changes discontinuously as the separation is reduced to a value where a dilute

to concentrated transition occurs. The impact on the behaviour of a say a colloid/polymer solu-

tion mixture under conditions that would initiate such a surface-surface phase transition will be a

subject for future study.

Model II

In this model, we recall that “state A” monomers are effectively repelled (relative to other particles)

by the surfaces, in this case. This is clearly reflected by the monomer densities shown in Figure 8.

Here we again observe dilute and concentrated phases coexisting in a pore, at a temperature con-

siderably below the bulk LCST (T = 0.96TLCST ). In fact, test calculations reveal that this system

displays a supercritical single surface transition. While interesting, such a surface transition are

not the main focus of this work.
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Figure 8: Coexisting monomer and A-state probability profiles, at T = 0.96TLCST (model II). The bulk monomer
density is nmσ3 = 0.339.
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Figure 9: Capillary phase diagrams, for model II. The mid-plane monomer density of coexisting phases is shown,
for various temperatures and slit widths.

In Figure 9, we display phase diagrams for pores of different widths. Given the behaviour of

the model at a single surface, we note that the phase coexistence curves in Figure 9, will approach a

limiting curve as h increases. This limiting curve describes the single surface phase transition. As

the slit width becomes narrower, demixing progresses more deeply into the supercritical regime.

For example, with h = 8σ , the capillary critical temperature is more than 10 percent below the

bulk LCST.

In this model, the system displays a LCST in the bulk because of the of the higher intrinsic

entropy of the B-state monomers, which are also less attractive to the solvent. Recall that we

have the following degeneracies, gA = 1 and gB = 12. As the temperature is increased, so does
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the population of B state monomers. This decreases the solubility of the polymer and gives rise

to demixing. Further, increasing the temperature will essentially see the entropy of mixing assert

itself and the polymer becomes miscible again, forming a closed loop demixing region. In the pore,

the B-state is also more favoured than the A-state (relative to the bulk), due to the excluding effect

of the walls and a surface potential that is more attractive to B-state monomers. Thus, the capillary

acts to weaken polymer-solvent interactions, and enhances demixing, even for temperatures below

the LCST of the bulk.

The lowering of the critical temperature in pores, observed in this study, would correspond to

approximately 40-50 K for many polymer solutions. Though the potential parameters used here

were not chosen to mimic any particular experimental system, our results show that this effect can

be sizeable suggesting that it may find experimental support in the near future.

Model III

Model III is an athermal system, so the bulk phase behaviour can be visualized in pressure -

composition space. That is the pressure plays the traditional role of temperature. In this respect this

model has a "normal" phase behaviour. with a single lower critical pressure, pc. The system will

always phase separate at pressures p > pc. When this fluid is in contact with hard surfaces, we find

preferential adsorption of monomers (solvent), due to the “extra” free volume that is subsequently

available. This leads to a high average value of p|| at the surfaces, and the enhance possibility

of a demixing transition adjacent to the surface. As can be seen in Figure 3, the fluid indeed

displays a surface transition. This transition is terminated at a critical point of about 0.97pC. Thus,

we anticipate the possibility for a CIPS in the presence of pores with hard walls. This is indeed

observed, and at bulk pressures substantially below the lower bulk critical value and, in fact, lower

than the critical pressure of the surface transition. In other words, the critical bulk pressure is lower

for CIPS in narrow pores, than its single surface transition correspondence.

In Figure 10, we show an example of dilute and concentrated phases, coexisting in a planar

pore, at a pressure four percent below the bulk critical value. We see that the solvent molar ratio is
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Figure 10: Coexisting concentrated and dilute density profiles, for model II, at p = 0.96pC. The main graph shows
monomer densities, whereas the inset displays solvent profiles.

close to unity for both phases, but in relative terms, the monomer concentration is still considerably

higher in the concentrated branch.

An example of a phase diagram, at a bulk pressure four percent below the bulk critical value,

pC, is presented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Capillary phase diagram, for model III, at p = 0.96pC. The excess adsorption of monomers, Γ, of
coexisting phases are given, at various slit widths.
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Conclusion

We have displayed supercritical CIPS in three different polymer solution models. These models

undergo bulk demixing transitions, due to quite different mechanisms. Model I relies on signifi-

cantly different compressibility between solvent and polymer. Model II displays different binding

energy states between polymer and solvent. These binding states have different intrinsic entropy

and a reduction in interaction between monomers and solvent is favoured at high temperatures.

Finally, demixing in Model III uses the depletion interaction between monomers, due to the exclu-

sion of solvent. This effect is larger at higher pressures. We have found that all these mechanisms

can be enhanced when the fluid mixture is placed into pores, which can give rise to supercritical

CIPS. Furthermore, three different scenarios are encountered in our studies, displaying different

circumstances whereby CIPS can occur. In Model I, we investigated the case where the bulk was

supercritical and the surface-fluid interaction was not sufficient to give rise to a transition at a single

surface. In this case, the presence of two surfaces was still able to cause a supercritical transition

in the pore. Presumably, this would be possible in all pores which display a negative curvature.

For 0- or 1-dimensional cavities, however, the phase transitions would not be sharp. In the case of

Model II, we considered a supercritical bulk and a surface interaction which was capable of giving

rise to a single surface transition. Clearly, demixing occurs in a pore for this system, however,

bulk behaviour is not recovered as the pore width becomes large. Finally, in Model III we consid-

ered the case whereby the system was supercritical with respect to both the bulk demixing and an

existing single surface transition.

Rather than being "esoteric", this work shows that supercritical transitions, in pores can occur

for relatively simple fluid mixtures with appropriate (but not elaborate) interactions. The effect is

quite robust and can occur over a range of scenarios, albeit via a theory which is approximate. This

notwithstanding, we believe that the qualitative aspects of the work presented here are essentially

correct, though verification via simulations or, better still, experiment would be ultimately desir-

able. From a practical point of view this phenomenon may prove to be quite useful, especially in

applications involving adsorption from mixtures into porous particles.
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